Structural consequences of metallothionein dimerization: solution structure of the isolated Cd4-alpha-domain and comparison with the holoprotein dimer.
The NMR determination of the structure of Cd(7)-metallothionein was done previously using a relatively large protein concentration that favors dimer formation. The reactivity of the protein is also affected under this condition. To examine the influence of protein concentration on metallothionein conformation, the isolated Cd(4)-alpha-domain was prepared from rabbit metallothionein-2 (MT 2), and its three-dimensional structure was determined by heteronuclear, (1)H-(111)Cd, and homonuclear, (1)H-(1)H NMR, correlation experiments. The three-dimensional structure was refined using distance and angle constraints derived from these two-dimensional NMR data sets and a distance geometry/simulated annealing protocol. The backbone superposition of the alpha-domain from rabbit holoprotein Cd(7)-MT 2 and the isolated rabbit Cd(4)-alpha was measured at a RMSD of 2.0 A. Nevertheless, the conformations of the two Cd-thiolate clusters were distinctly different at two of the cadmium centers. In addition, solvent access to the sulfhydryl ligands of the isolated Cd(4)-alpha cluster was 130% larger due to this small change in cluster geometry. To probe whether these differences were an artifact of the structure calculation, the Cd(4)-alpha-domain structure in rabbit Cd(7)-MT 2 was redetermined, using the previously defined set of NOEs and the present calculation protocol. All calculations employed the same ionic radius for Cd(2+) and same cadmium-thiolate bond distance. The newly calculated structure matched the original with an RMSD of 1.24 A. It is hypothesized that differences in the two alpha-domain structures result from a perturbation of the holoprotein structure because of head-to-tail dimerization under the conditions of the NMR experiments.